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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hello Agorists, 

Are you taking action? Remember, Agorism is combining your         
desire for freedom with knowledge and action. The information in          
this newsletter is only valuable if you use it. Let us know how what              
you’re building and what you need help with. Email at          
contact@countermarkets.com. 

This issue’s first article by Nicholas West examines the         
censorship trend from information monopolies like Google and        
Facebook and the platforms hoping to disrupt them. 

Next, I wrote about how to tell a good story to promote a product              
or your business. Includes powerful but simple storytelling        
formulas that anyone can master. See the excellent resources at          
the end. 
In this month’s self-sufficiency article, Brian Berletic shows you         
how to take ownership control over your smart devices with simple           
DIY opensource Arduino projects to give you more efficiency and          
independence. 
In the wealth category, Vin Armani explains why it’s a good idea to             
make capital equipment and resources part of your off-grid wealth          
strategy. Invest in stuff that has the ability to produce something           
else of value. 
Finally, don’t miss our spot-on concise Bitcoin and silver reports! 

Thanks for your membership! In liberty and prosperity,  

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Big Tech’s Attack On Free Speech Is Spawning Their         
Replacements 

 

By Nicholas West 

The instances where Facebook, Google/YouTube (Alphabet),      
Twitter, Amazon, Microsoft and other tech giants are restricting         
access, revenue and flat-out censoring content has now become         
too voluminous to recount.  
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A rising market share only seems to be making things much           
worse. 

Google and Facebook, for example, account for 57.6% of ad          
revenue, with Google holding 90% of the search engine market. 

 

In fact, the entire tech sector is dominated by just five companies.            
Here is how they make their money: 
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Of course, this vast market share imparts its own potential          
economic abuses if not underpinned by strong ethics. But, a          
couple of recent statements and events pertaining to the         
definitions of speech offers an even more concerning context that          
highlights the fundamental need for a new approach to how we           
navigate the much-touted “free flow of information” on the World          
Wide Web. 

A former Facebook executive made headlines recently when he         
appeared in mainstream media and said very matter-of-factly that         
“Social media giants are surveillance states.” (Video) 

Aside from the data collection and misuse, there have been cases           
of falsifying audience numbers, running secret social       
programming experiments and an uncomfortable connection to       
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http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2014/06/facebook_unethical_experiment_it_made_news_feeds_happier_or_sadder_to_manipulate.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/facebook-accused-of-fake-audience-numbers-2017-09-06
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2014/06/facebook_unethical_experiment_it_made_news_feeds_happier_or_sadder_to_manipulate.html
https://libertyblitzkrieg.com/2017/09/26/was-facebook-pressured-into-finding-something-to-implicate-russia/
https://libertyblitzkrieg.com/2017/09/26/was-facebook-pressured-into-finding-something-to-implicate-russia/
http://www.slate.com/articles/health_and_science/science/2014/06/facebook_unethical_experiment_it_made_news_feeds_happier_or_sadder_to_manipulate.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/09/14/chamath-palihapitiya-facebook-and-google-have-become-surveillance-states.html
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/facebook-accused-of-fake-audience-numbers-2017-09-06


 

the Russian election hacking scandal that Facebook has been         
accused of.  

Now Facebook has codified rules of “hate speech” into a          
nebulous web of potential violations that threaten to restrict even          
the most basic personal expression. Based on their track record          
of manipulation, this does not appear to be a company in which            
we should entrust our freedom. 

On a personal note, a variety of our online businesses have been            
demonstrably suppressed by Big Tech through temporary       
shutdowns, demonetization, and search-related “anomalies.” But      
it became far more stark earlier this month when our partner site,            
ActivistPost.com, had their YouTube account completely      
terminated – no previous violations, no warning. Only this         
defamatory message: 

 

This is not only happening to “alt-media” either, as I’ve heard           
consistent reports from across the political spectrum, as well as          
other genres such as video games, tech and sports all stating a            
loss of revenue in the range of 60%, an inability to reach their own              
followers, and even outright termination for supposed infractions. 

I would argue that these companies are proving that they are not            
real businesses, as no legitimate business looks for ways not to           
do business. 

This trend toward Big Tech censorship has been noted for some           
time, but is now reaching such a crescendo that even other           
leaders in the space are voicing their concern. A.I. pioneer          
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Yoshua Bengio has stated that government needs to break up Big           
Tech because it is fundamentally “dangerous to democracy.” I’ve         
even heard similar calls within the alternative media. Yet, it’s the           
government who is now apparently demanding that Facebook        
give up the identities and private messages of 6,000 “anti-Trump”          
users, while other tech companies have faced similar government         
requests on a variety of issues. So, while the sentiment is           
certainly shared that something needs to be done, appealing to          
one destroyer of democracy to police another seems to be a           
misplaced request. 

We feel that it serves little purpose to waste words complaining           
about decisions which will only lead to their own demise, even if            
an unfair advantage is presented in the short term. The long-term           
outlook for such behavior is that change will be demanded by           
those in a position to make it: the innovators. So, thank you very             
much Big Tech for spawning the much-needed innovation you will          
read about below. 

 

The first thing to note is that in addition to the sites that are              
offering alternatives to the dominant companies in Big Tech, the          
Internet itself is also seeing competition. Some of the alternative          
sites you will read about are beginning to utilize the IPFS protocol            
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(Inter-Planetary File System). This is a network of individual         
computers that provides an alternative way to access information.         
It is a complete separation from the World Wide Web’s HTTP or            
HTTPS that people are familiar with when they type a given site’s            
address into their browser. 

There are many technical benefits to using IPFS, but in terms of            
combating the most extreme forms of censorship, the underlying         
distributed (decentralized) architecture of IPFS is an important        
component of neutralizing the powers currently wielded by        
domain registrars that “own” a site’s location and can thus revoke           
a site’s ability to use the domain where they operate – basically            
kicking them off the World Wide Web. In this way, the Internet has             
become far easier to control than most people imagine. In fact,           
you will be reading below about just such a situation taking place            
right now. 

For a better understanding of the technical and ethical challenges          
with the current design of the World Wide Web and how the new             
decentralized Internet is taking shape, I would encourage readers         
to see this TEDx talk by Juan Benet, founder and CEO of Protocol             
Labs, a company started to support the vision of building a           
distributed Web. Counter Markets’ Vin Armani also offers a         
10-minute tutorial on how to use install and use IPFS HERE. 

However, alternative systems, particularly as complex as social        
media, do take a lot of time to build – many already have tried and               
failed. Coupled with the difficulties in establishing competitive        
advertising networks, it’s been slow going to fulfill audience         
demand for a way to legitimately opt-out of the current paradigm           
without completely disconnecting one’s digital interaction. Now,       
however, we are finally beginning to see real alternatives to the           
largest platforms. 
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Here are some of the innovators that have caught our attention           
and deserve further investigation and possible support. I will also          
offer a few other ways that each of us can personally participate            
in spreading digital freedom. 

The sites below are not an exhaustive list, please feel free to            
e-mail us with any others that you feel deserve investigation. 

 

Gab is a Twitter rival that has been in the headlines recently for             
being on the receiving end of the aforementioned control         
mechanism of domain registration companies. Gab is facing        
domain seizure by their registrar, Asia Registry, for failing to          
remove content that the registrar believes vilifies “race, religion or          
ethnic origin.”  

Gab CEO, Andrew Torba, was interviewed by Breitbart before         
their product launch explicitly stating that he was motivated to          
create an alternative to Big Tech in order to avoid the free speech             
restrictions that he saw written on the wall. He also specifically           
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stated that there is an internal company policy to remove content           
deemed inappropriate: 

So our guidelines are very simple, we have three: #1 no           
illegal pornography, #2. Zero tolerance policy for threats and         
terrorism. 3. No posting other users private information        
(Doxing).” (Source) 

Gab also had their app pulled from the Google Play store, once            
again based on the all-encompassing (and inconsistently applied)        
term of “hate speech.” Apple then followed suit, citing         
pornographic content within the site. 

Gab has taken steps to file anti-trust lawsuits against Big Tech.           
The battle is ongoing. 

In terms of what Gab is attempting to offer, you can see in the              
screenshot above that there is a commitment to the principles of           
liberty. Gab also offers technical advantages that put more         
functional control into what users see vs. Twitter, as well as           
allowing for longer messaging, all under an umbrella that         
encourages anonymity. 

Site: https://gab.ai/ 
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DTube is a YouTube rival and one of two on this list that is built to                
run on the IPFS network. It has been up and running for a little              
more than 1 month, but already has made vast improvements.  

It utilizes the STEEM database which enables DTube to offer          
“rewards” for video uploads. Users can apply their STEEM         
username to log in, as well as a private posting key that looks like              
a bitcoin address.  

One key feature of DTube is the ability to link multiple platforms            
into one account, similar to the way Facebook and YouTube          
permit. It also allows you to adjust your voting power, filter the            
contents you receive – including a “Not Safe For Work” setting –            
and tune the IPFS settings. 

Site: https://dtube.video/  
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BitChute is another YouTube rival that Activist Post has actually          
migrated to following their termination by YouTube. BitChute        
states that their “mission is to put people and free speech first.”  

It is a peer-to-peer network using decentralized torrents. The site          
basically uses the same concept as BitTorrent, but they have          
provided a browser-compatible interface via WebTorrent for       
regular content consumers. Founder Ray Vahey explains how this         
promotes freedom and empowerment: 

Also by the nature of all torrent technology, we are not           
locking users into a single site, and they have the choice to            
retain and continue sharing the files they download. That         
puts more power back in the hands of the consumer where it            
should be. (Source) 
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BitChute is currently compatible with Firefox and Chrome, with         
plans to expand to other browsers over time. Monetization for          
content creators is also in development, possibly using the         
blockchain and Bitcoin. 

Site: http://www.bitchute.com 

Also see Activist Post’s new channel as a working example:          
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/ActivistPost/ 

 

Steemit is an alternative to social media like Reddit and blogging           
sites like Medium. Steemit is probably the most established and          
fully functional of the others that appear on this list. 

For content creators, Steemit presents a ledger-based blockchain        
architecture that is both censorship resistant and offers a publicly          
available permanent record of all that is posted there. 

Users interact with content in a similar way to Reddit’s upvoting           
mechanism but, unlike Reddit, there are no centralized        
moderators given power to “shadow ban” or eliminate content as          
they see fit. 
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New content and increased article strength based upon positive         
votes is rewarded with STEEM and Steem Dollars cryptocurrency,         
presenting a solid framework for monetization. Even commenters        
earn rewards if their comments are upvoted, thus assigning value          
to the rest of the community. 

Site: https://steemit.com/ 

 

onG Social is a Facebook rival built on the blockchain that is also             
well established, dating back to 2014. It now claims 250,000+          
users, but new features continue to be added and explored. 

Two key features make onG unique in my view. The first is the             
ability to see and post to all of your social media channels with             
one click within a central social dashboard. 

The second is the ability to back up (mirror) all of the content you              
have created within your dashboard. This is a welcome feature in           
a day and age where Big Tech can eliminate entire channels that            
people have dedicated their time and resources into building. It’s          
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crazy – onG seems to believe that you are actually the owner of             
the content you have created! 

onG is also taking a rather unique approach to monetization. The           
site uses an algorithmic reward system called Gravity that is          
based on global impact and community-generated truth       
verification of each post. The founders feel that this verification          
eventually will enable a type of distributed advertising pool for all           
site users rather than a traditional site or blog that has to court             
potential advertisers individually. This type of system could be a          
boon for startups, as well as remove the pressure on ad networks            
to inadvertently push “fake news.” 

Having a social network based on the blockchain also makes it           
easier to track and monetize all of the various interactions within           
the community.  

An interview with the founders of onG is available on our partner            
site Coinivore.com HERE. 

Site:  https://ong.social/ 
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AKASHA is the product of CEO Mihai Alisie who was the creator            
of Bitcoin Magazine and co-founder of the Ethereum network.         
Ethereum’s other founder, Vitalik Buterin, is an advisor as is the           
creator of the Inter-Planetary File System, Juan Benet. Although         
AKASHA is still in the Alpha phase, this is the second platform            
that is choosing to move completely away from the current Web           
architecture and migrate to the Inter-Planetary File System. And         
given who is involved, I feel it’s important that it be featured on             
this list.  

AKASHA plans to move to Beta over the next several months.           
According to them, this is the experience one should expect: 

You can publish, share and vote for entries, similar to          
Medium and other modern publishing platforms, with the        
difference that your content is actually published over a         
decentralized network rather than on our servers. Moreover,        
the votes are bundled with micro transactions so if your          
content is good you’ll generate value – in a way, mining with            
your mind. 

Regarding freedom of expression and combating censorship, they        
state: 

We believe that freedom of expression, access to        
information, and privacy are fundamental human rights that        
should be respected on the Internet as well as in real life.            
Moreover, we are a civilization transitioning to an        
information-based society, and as such we feel that the         
permanent storage of information for future generations is a         
critical issue we should be striving to solve as soon as           
possible. 

As a decentralized application AKASHA deploys a       
next-generation information architecture born from the fusion       
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of Ethereum and the Inter-Planetary File System. Thanks to         
these technologies we were able to create a planetary-scale         
information network immune to censorship by design, where        
your thoughts and ideas will echo throughout humanity’s        
existence. 

Site and download to get involved: https://akasha.world/ 

  

Other networks worth watching 

These sites are still in the conceptual and rollout phase, but           
based upon buzz within crypto circles they definitely seem worth          
paying attention to. Click the name to learn more. 

Yours Network is not only a competitor to Big Tech, but also a             
competitor to Steem. An excellent breakdown of potential pros         
and cons is provided in this Steemit post. 

Zappl is a Twitter rival that is a decentralized micro-blogging          
platform built on the Steem blockchain. 

Aweditoria is a Facebook rival with a unique ability to annotate           
posts and contribute to truth verification and expansion of         
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knowledge about a given post. It’s been around for a few years,            
still trying to get a foothold. 

Trive – Crypto start-up using the blockchain whose primary goal is           
to stop the spread of fake news through community verification so           
that filtering decisions are decentralized rather than top-down.        
Recent news coverage of Trive can be read here.  

Additional Actions to Take 

Alternative Search Engines – Google has been outed        
repeatedly for manipulating search engine results, trending topics        
and completely deleting the index for certain sites such as Natural           
News. Now they have an additional weapon aimed at freedom via           
hate speech legislation that is becoming entrenched around the         
world. Here are links to a few alternative search engines that have            
proclaimed a dedication to accuracy, freedom, and privacy. 

● Ecosia (my personal choice) 
● DuckDuckGo 
● Disconnect 
● StartPage 

Alternative Browsers 

An array of privacy violations is built into most if not all the Big              
Tech browsers. Here are a few that at least provide easy tools for             
reversing some of the default invasions of privacy and threats to           
your freedom of expression. It is worth noting that by selecting           
varying levels of privacy, you will likely notice some decrease in           
performance and/or site functionality as you increase your privacy         
settings. 

● Waterfox (my personal choice) 
● Brave 
● Epic 
● Tor 
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All signs point to freedom of speech being increasingly threatened          
by Big Tech and its government counterparts if concrete actions          
are not taken to reverse this trend. We hope that what prevails is             
the counter market outlined above where freedom itself becomes         
the commodity. If we can succeed, it will be to the credit of             
innovators and a supporting community of the like-minded who         
demand that such principles form the foundation of our worldwide          
communication. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

How To Tell A Story To Promote Your Business  

 

By Jeff Paul 

Every business or product has an origin story. Often inspired by           
an “aha” moment to solve a problem in our own lives, we            
entrepreneurs recognize a need or an opportunity in the market.          
This epiphany is the spark that ignites us to take action. 

Then bringing a new product or service to the market follows a            
classic hero's journey. Entrepreneurs discover a mission and        
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identify a vehicle to get there. They face conflict and new           
challenges. They find mentors, overcome odds, until finally their         
project succeeds. 

Is your business telling a story? 

Although I had some previous knowledge of the “hero's journey”          
narrative, I did deep research for this article (index of books to            
read at the end of this article) to make sure I over-delivered value             
to you. I was blown away by what I discovered.  

There are simple formulas to tell better stories for your business.           
And I realized the story we tell about Counter Markets is           
practically non-existent. We'll be fixing that using the techniques         
in this article. 

Why use stories in your marketing? Simple. Because stories sell. 

In his mid-twenties, Blake Mycoskie traveled to Argentina seeking         
purpose. Mostly, he just hung around and learned to play polo.           
Then one day he met two English-speaking volunteer workers at          
the bar. They invited him to tag along to help in the poor outskirts              
of Buenos Aires. Blake agreed. It pained him deeply to see           
countless children with bare feet. As a result, he became          
determined to find a way to give shoes to the kids. But he had no               
money and wanted to make more of a sustainable impact than a            
nonprofit could. 

Inspired by locally-made, inexpensive canvas moccasins worn by        
polo players, Blake designed a more sturdy version with the idea           
to sell them in America. And TOMS was born. Short for Tomorrow            
Shoes, Bake committed TOMS to donate one pair of shoes to a            
child in need for every retail sale. The story resonated. 
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Once people got wind of TOMS' story, it made them feel good to             
buy the shoes and share the story. The word-of-mouth marketing          
steadily snowballed into an avalanche of success. TOMS has         
given away millions of shoes to poor children all over the world.            
And in 2014, Blake Mycoskie sold 50% of TOMS at a valuation of             
$625 million. 

That's the power of a good story. 

Sure, TOMS has an obvious socially charitable purpose bigger         
than selling shoes. But if you examine your business, you'll          
probably find that your product or service has a greater purpose,           
too. Who does your product help? Why does it make their life            
better? What impact does that have beyond the product or          
service? 

The Pixar Pitch Formula 

Author Daniel H. Pink described TOMS' business model as         
"expressly built for purpose maximization." In his book, To Sell Is           
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Human, Pink highlights a story-telling formula that makes it easy          
for anyone to tell a good story with a focus on purpose. 

The story formula is called the Pixar Pitch after Pixar story artist            
Emma Coats, who pointed out that every Pixar film shares the           
same basic narrative formula. 

The DNA of storytelling, according to Coats, involves six         
sequential sentences: 

1. Once upon a time there was … 
2. Every day … 
3. One day … 
4. Because of that … 
5. Because of that … 
6. Until finally … 

Here's an example using the plot of the Pixar film Finding Nemo: 

 

1. Once upon a time there was … a widowed fish, named           
Marlin, who was extremely protective of his only son, Nemo. 

2. Every day … Marlin warned Nemo of the ocean’s dangers          
and implored him not to swim far away. 

3. One day … in an act of defiance, Nemo ignores his father’s            
warnings and swims into the open water. 

4. Because of that … he is captured by a diver and ends up in              
the fish tank of a dentist in Sydney. 
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5. Because of that … Marlin sets off on a journey to recover            
Nemo, enlisting the help of other sea creatures along the          
way. 

6. Until finally … Marlin and Nemo find each other, reunite and           
learn that love depends on trust. 

I formatted the story about TOMS as a slightly more fleshed out            
version of a Pixar Pitch. Here are the six elements of Blake's            
story: 

1. Once upon a time ... “Blake traveled to Argentina to find           
purpose.” 

2. Every day ... “he played polo.” 
3. One day ... “he met volunteers who helped poor villages and           

was hurt to see children with bare feet.” 
4. Because of that ... “he was inspired to find a way to give             

shoes to the children.” 
5. Because of that ... “he built a business that donates one           

pair of shoes for every pair he sells.” 
6. Until finally ... “the story of TOMS resonated and spread.          

They gave away millions of shoes and Blake became a huge           
success.” 

Practice telling your story using the Pixar Pitch. Write it down. Do            
it a few times and you'll quickly absorb how the narrative works. 

Hero's Journey Simplified 

Telling a good story for your business can be simplified even           
further. 

In the audio book, The Hero's 2 Journeys, Hollywood producers          
Michael Hauge and Christopher Vogler identified three       
fundamental concepts necessary for every good story: Character,        
Desire and Conflict. 
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Michael Hauge says “Every good story is about a captivating          
character who is pursuing some compelling desire and who faces          
seemingly insurmountable obstacles to achieving it.” 

In the Pixar Pitch, the first two elements (Once upon a time... and             
Every day...) introduce the Character. They tell who the Character          
is and their current setting physically, emotionally, financially, etc.         
The third element (One day...) introduces the Conflict. And the          
final sentence (Until finally...) is the Desire they hope to achieve. 

Example using the story of TOMS: 

Character: A carefree young traveler named Blake Mycoskie 
Desire: To give shoes to millions of poor children 
Conflict: Has no money and nonprofits aren't sustainable. 

Once you describe your character, their desire, and introduce a          
conflict, your story is around 90% complete. However, in a          
business story, the last 10% of how your character accomplishes          
their goal (desire) is often the solution you're offering for sale. 

Why, What, How 

In the Pixar Pitch, the “How” happens in the “because of that...”            
stages. Although the “How” is the secret sauce that ultimately          
achieves the desire, it's not usually the part of the story that            
motivates people. 

In movies you might recognize the “How” when scenes move          
quickly, like jump cuts of new couples spending time together in           
different places showing How they fell in love. Or the training           
scenes in Rocky movies showing How he would win the big fight. 

Although these scenes are important, they move quickly to get to           
the more emotionally compelling scenes of Desire and Conflict. 
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People who use webinars to sell things know this. That's why they            
spend 90% of the webinar talking about the desires (why) and           
conflicts (what), before spending 10% of the remaining time         
selling the “how to” program to overcome the common conflicts to           
achieve desires. 

This is the Why, What, How formula, another simple way to tell a             
story around your products. You can think of Desire as “why”           
people do what they do, and the Conflict is the “what” - the “what”              
to create and challenges they face - and the “how” as the path to              
achieve the desire. 

First, tell people why you created the product and why it's           
important. 

For example, Counter Markets newsletter is important because        
we live in a rigged corporate state and it's painfully obvious that            
politics is not effective at stopping its tyranny. Our desires are for            
more freedom and security for our families, while starving the          
violent state to free others and bring about a more peaceful and            
voluntary society. 

Then, our “what” is Agorism – building and acting in the counter            
economy. Opting out of paying taxes or supporting crony         
companies. Growing and producing our own. Bartering and using         
cryptocurrency. In short, it's transferring economic activity to        
places that contribute to our “why.” 

The actual Counter Markets newsletter is our “how.” It's the          
knowledge. The tactics. The tools. The training. It contains the          
practical ways to make money without a traditional job, to grow           
off-grid wealth, and to become more independent from the         
coercive system.  

Another way to look at the Why, What, How method is a powerful             
narrative that many conspiracy buffs claim the elite use to          
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advance their agenda; it’s called the Hegelian dialectic, or         
Problem-Reaction-Solution. 

 

This is where a problem is identified (or created) which results in            
a specific reaction that leads to a desired solution. 

This tactic is commonly seen on Shark Tank. The typical          
entrepreneur pitch begins by explaining a problem; their reaction         
is often “there's got to be a better way;” and their product is the              
solution. 

Using Counter Markets as an example: 

Problem: Violent corporate state continues infringing on our        
freedom. 
Reaction: Politics no longer works to change things. Neither will          
violence. How to secure your family, live free in an unfree world,            
and eliminate the violent state, peacefully? 
Solution: Agorism: Become more independent through      
knowledge and action (the newsletter). Build the peer-to-peer        
counter economy. 
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These are the bones of a story to be fleshed out. It must include              
characters or testimonials or quotes to complete the story. 

Ross Ulbricht, agorist hero and founder of the original Silk Road           
anonymous marketplace, explained his agorism this way: 

“I want to use economic theory as a means to abolish the            
use of coercion and aggression among mankind. Just as         
slavery has been abolished most everywhere, I believe        
violence, coercion, and all forms of force by one person over           
another can come to an end.” 

Incidentally, Ross sits in a cage for all nonviolent charges. Many           
studies show his invention of combining bitcoin escrow with a          
mandatory reputation system significantly eliminated violence in       
the drug trade and overdoses from impure drugs. 

For fear of digressing, Ross is also relevant here because he told            
the story of Silk Road using a charter, or mission statement           
format. 
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It's a little dry, but I'm sure it resonates with some of you. It did for                
me. It helped inspire this Counter Markets  project. 

Practice using each of these storytelling methods for your         
business and you'll be leaps and bounds ahead of your          
competition. 

For those of you who want to dive deeper into telling great stories,             
I highly recommend the following books: 

To Sell Is Human by Dan Pink 

The Hero's Two Journeys by Michael Hauge & Chris Vogler 

Expert Secrets by Russell Brunson 

The Copywriter's Handbook by Robert Bly 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
5 Arduino Examples To Deliver More Independence To Your 
Community 

 

By Brian Berletic 

We live in a society in which technology is going to continuously            
play an increasingly important and central role. In particular,         
automation, information technology, and electronics are      
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transforming the way we live, work, communicate, access        
services, and manufacture the goods that we often take for          
granted. 

Understanding and taking ownership over this technology is        
paramount to building a freer society where the power, influence,          
benefits, and profits this technology grant is more evenly         
distributed among our communities. 

With fears of automation taking jobs, understanding the        
technology behind automation and using it to instead empower         
those facing potential unemployment in the future can strengthen         
rather than threaten our communities. 

Like 3D printing which has been covered before in Counter          
Markets Issue 7, the technology behind automation is becoming         
increasingly cheaper and easier for ordinary people to access. In          
particular, electronic boards called microcontrollers have gone       
from the domain of electrical engineers to becoming accessible to          
school children, hobbyists, artists, and designers.  

The opensource Arduino platform includes an easy-to-use       
software suite called a development environment and a growing         
family of boards that allow hobbyists, students, and professionals         
to prototype their own appliances, automate their homes and         
gardens, modify their cars, and even develop personal        
manufacturing systems. 

In this basic introduction, readers will see 5 practical examples of           
Arduino microcontrollers, as well as how they can get started          
learning and using Arduino themselves. 

What is Arduino? 
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Arduino boards are a wide variety of microcontrollers that users          
can program to automate and/or control a wide variety of tasks.           
The board is programmed to take some sort of input and produce            
a desired output. Input can come in the form of light, motion,            
temperature, or range sensors, switches and buttons, or even         
code like that used to control robots and automated         
manufacturing processes. Outputs can include sounds, lights       
(LEDs for example), information on displays, motion in the form of           
servos or electric motors, or even in the form of switching on and             
off relays to control things like appliances. 

The first Arduino boards and development environments were        
designed for art students, not computer scientists or electrical         
engineers. Because the platform began and has continued to be          
extremely user friendly, Arduino enjoys a wide user base around          
the world. 

Virtually any project one can think of, someone somewhere is          
likely to have already done something similar. Because Arduino is          
opensource and those who use it often follow the opensource          
ethos, much of the code developed for projects around the world           
is freely available for you to use and modify. This means that            
even if you lack programming and coding skills, you can still cut            
and hack other people’s code to suit your needs. 

Websites like Instructables, Hackaday, and even Arduino’s own        
official website have archives full of projects ranging from the fun           
and artistic, to the practical and professional. 

1. Personal Manufacturing 
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Arduino boards can be found in a wide variety of personal           
manufacturing systems. Many opensource 3D printers, laser       
cutters, and computer controlled milling machines depend on the         
Arduino Mega board, a heavy-duty version of the basic Arduino          
microcontroller ideal for the large number of inputs and outputs          
needed to run such systems. 

 

Many opensource 3D printer manufacturers even include full        
instructions on how to build their printers, including how to set up            
and program the Arduino microcontroller that serves as the heart          
and brains. This includes the Ultimaker Original+ a solid design          
that designers around the world are still using as the basis for            
newer designs. 
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On Ultimaker’s page, all of the parts and instructions needed to           
make your own printer are available. While this is definitely not a            
beginner’s project, it is an example of just what can be done with             
“hobbyist” electronics. 

For those who are worried about fully automated factories taking          
their jobs, the prospect of having a miniature, fully automated          
factory on their own desktop as the center of their own business            
could be a possible alternative to unemployment. 3D printing and          
other forms of personal manufacturing can be used as the basis           
of a small business. 

3D printing allow designers to include physical prototyping as one          
of their services. 

Networks like OpenDesk which designs, makes, and distributes        
opensource, CNC (computer numeric controlled) cut flat pack        
furniture are also made possible by personal manufacturing        
systems driven by microcontrollers like the Arduino. 

For aspiring designers seeking to automate small-scale       
manufacturing processes for their home or local business, the         
Arduino and all the knowledge and online communities built up          
around using it for personal manufacturing serves as a solid          
stepping stone toward developing unique and possibly profitable        
solutions. 

2. Automatic Irrigation 

Agriculture is perhaps one of the most basic activities we can           
undertake to empower ourselves and our community. Coupling it         
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with Arduino automation opens the door to increased productivity         
and frees up time for us to pursue other activities. 

 

Automatic irrigation is perhaps the simplest example. At the heart          
of many modern proprietary irrigation timers are microcontrollers        
just like the Arduino. But with the Arduino, you are able to take             
ownership of this technology, prototype, test, and expand the         
capabilities of your system, including the addition of moisture         
sensors to further improve efficiency, use remote monitoring and         
controls with the use of WiFi modules, and modify your system to            
accommodate any sensor or pump you can imagine. 

The Garduino project is a very basic system for a small-scale           
garden. However, the experience one gains from putting together         
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small, simple systems like this, can be applied to much larger and            
complex systems for larger gardens or even farms. 

It requires an Arduino board, moisture sensors (using galvanized         
nails), water pumps, and an optional lighting system that turns on           
and off the lights automatically if gardening indoors. 

DIY projects can often evolve into a business all of their own. The             
OpenSprinkler project is an Arduino-driven home irrigation       
controller, not unlike proprietary systems you can find on the          
market. The team behind it has made all the designs and specs            
opensource, meaning anyone with the know-how can make their         
own. However, they also sell it for those without the expertise or            
time to make their own. It is an example of how localized tech             
made accessible to ordinary people went full circle from solving          
personal problems to creating a small business for themselves by          
helping others solve their problem. 

For a super-simple beginner’s irrigation project, check out this one          
featured in Make Magazine. 

3. Automatic Fish Feeder 

Aquaculture and aquaponics are also local activities that can         
serve as a basis of self-sufficiency or even for a small business.            
Caring for fish like any other living organism requires time and           
attention. Feeding large numbers of fish several times a day can           
be time consuming and outright impossible if one is away on           
business. 

Automating this simple but essential task is not only possible, but           
relatively easy with Arduino. 
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A simple 3D-printed feeder driven by an Arduino UNO board is           
actually available online for free. One needs only to buy the           
electronics, 3D print the casing, and they will have a functioning           
automatic fish feeder.  

Since an Arduino can be reprogrammed, users can custom tailor          
the code to suit their own needs. They can swap out the larger             
UNO board for a smaller Arduino Nano, and use the extra space            
for a WiFi module so they can remotely control or monitor their            
feeder. 

For larger aquaponic or aquaculture operations, networking       
heavier-duty feeders would be required. Feeders like the one         
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featured in this video could easily be controlled by an Arduino           
board. Arduinos can be interfaced with buttons and displays and          
be used to set timers and amounts for food just as the proprietary             
system in the video does. 

4. Smart Grids 

Smart grids when centralized pose a challenge to our privacy and           
liberties. When developed and used independently and voluntarily        
by individuals on private networks, they can become a useful tool           
in controlling our electric appliances, monitoring and improving        
the efficiency of our electricity usage, and help automate our          
homes to enhance our comfort and productivity. 

The key to preventing smart grids from being imposed upon us is            
to take full ownership of the technology and benefits involved in           
constructing them for ourselves. 

Smart grids, or smart homes can include everything from a single           
smart appliance to a fully integrated, house-wide system. 
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At the heart of such systems are microcontrollers like Arduino          
which monitor and control sensors and relays. Arduino boards are          
often combined with WiFi modules (some Arduino boards and         
Arduino compatible boards like the MKR1000 or the Node MCU          
have WiFi integrated in them) allowing users to network them          
together as well as monitor and control them remotely from their           
smartphones over the Internet. 

Such systems often require what are called Internet of Things          
(IoT) servers either hosted locally or hosted on websites like          
ThingSpeak or Cayenne. 
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Home automation projects are often more complicated and        
involve much more coding than simpler projects like irrigation or          
fish feeders. Even something as basic as a temperature sensor          
that you can monitor remotely can be a difficult task for beginners            
to set up and utilize. However, depending on your background or           
your access to a helpful community at your local makerspace, you           
may have an opportunity to get into the technology that underpins           
smart grids and the Internet of Things, if for no other reason but to              
better understand it as it permeates modern society. 

For a full walk-through of a smart grid that controls home           
appliances from any location on Earth with an Internet connection,          
check out this DIY utility box featured on Arduino’s blog. 

In the future, as energy production becomes more localized,         
those who have experience in setting up and maintaining         
localized smart grids will have a distinct advantage. 

5. Repairing and Upcycling Appliances 

Most appliances in your house already possess microcontrollers.        
These are often proprietary controllers using      
difficult-to-understand programming languages. The information     
you need to modify or repair these controllers is often made           
unavailable by manufacturers. 

However, with knowledge and experience with an Arduino, you         
can often not only repair home appliances, you can add all the            
features you wish your appliances came with from the factory in           
the first place. 
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While this, too, is definitely not for beginners, requiring accessing          
parts of appliances that use high voltage which could be          
dangerous during repairs and even for users after modification, it          
illustrates what is possible when opensource microcontrollers like        
Arduino become accessible to ordinary but resourceful people. 

A few example projects of people fixing or upgrading home          
appliances include: 

● Repairing a Dishwasher (Video) 
● Upcycling a Dryer 
● Upgrading a Car’s Turn Signal 

In each example, Arduino allowed users to take full ownership of           
technology they purchased from much larger, centralized       
corporations, and do with it what they willed. It allowed them to            
repair their items on their own, or allowed them to upgrade it on             
their own. With enough expertise and experience, and as the          
Arduino community continues to evolve, the local design,        
development, and production of appliances will eventually be        
commonplace. 

Getting Started with Arduino 

For those with no background at all in electronics or coding,           
many, if not all of the above examples and links probably were            
overwhelming. However, the good news is, there are many, very          
simple starting points for anyone regardless of technical        
background (including children) to get into Arduino and the world          
of microcontrollers. 
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Arduino starter kits are available from electronic companies        
around the world. They range from simple and cheap kits          
featuring jumper wires and a few LEDs controlled by an Arduino,           
to mid-range kits with simple motors, displays, and sensors, to          
high-end kits with virtually everything included. 

Mid-range kits are usually the best, and come with enough          
components to even get users started with their first custom          
project. The aforementioned 3D-printed fish feeder was made        
using a starter kit’s modified servo, jumper wires included in the           
kit, and the kit’s Arduino UNO board. 

The SparkFun Inventor’s Kit for Arduino is a fairly solid mid- to            
high-range starter kit with excellent documentation and online        
resources, lots of sensors for input and motors and displays for           
outputs, and will give users a good foundation for digging deeper           
into the world of microcontrollers, electronics, and coding. 
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In addition to purchasing and going through a starter kit, most           
makerspaces around the world offer regular beginner classes for         
everything from 3D design and printing to the basics of Arduino,           
coding, electronics, and even IoT. Getting involved at your local          
makerspace will give you access to resources and ideas that will           
undoubtedly help you understand and better take ownership of         
the technology that underpins our technological society. 

Self-sufficiency in an increasingly technological world means       
understanding and leveraging technology on a local level. Arduino         
and what is being done with it is one of the best examples of how               
communities of people around the world are achieving this         
technological self-sufficiency; and because of the opensource       
nature of this community, helping others do it too. 
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WEALTH 

Why Capital Resources Are Part Of My Wealth Strategy  

 

By Vin Armani 

The emergence of cryptocurrency on the financial scene is having          
an ever-increasing impact on the zeitgeist. One of the most          
valuable conversations that “magical internet money” has sparked        
is a discussion about the underlying uses (core properties) of          
money. These three core properties are Means Of Exchange, Unit          
Of Account, and Store Of Value.  
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Cryptocurrencies have shown themselves to be highly effective        
means of exchange, so much so that governments are struggling          
to implement any effective regulatory mechanisms that can        
actually restrict exchange between parties. As a unit of account,          
cryptocurrencies have a long way to go yet. It is still much more             
expedient to price goods in Dollars than it is to price them in             
Bitcoins, even if the final sale is completed with Bitcoin. Although I            
am a huge cryptocurrency advocate, I think that the case for           
crypto as an effective store of value is weak. 

A particular asset class can be evaluated for its effectiveness as a            
means of exchange or a unit of account in an instant. Can I trade              
this particular good easily, right now, for a broad range of other            
goods? If the answer is “yes,” then the good in question is an             
effective means of exchange. Can I use this good as an effective            
pricing delineation for a broad range of other goods? If the answer            
is “yes,” then that particular good is an effective unit of account.  

However, evaluating a good’s effectiveness as a store of value is           
dependent on the period of time over which we do the           
measurement. We simply have not had a long enough market          
history to genuinely ascertain if any existing cryptocurrency can         
truly be called an excellent store of value, particularly versus other           
asset classes. An ounce of gold, for instance, would buy a man a             
nice dress suit in ancient Rome and it will buy a man a nice suit in                
2017. There’s no doubt that precious metals represent an         
incredibly safe store of value. However, there is another asset          
class that I prefer - an asset class I will be exploring in this article.               
That asset class is broadly called “Capital Resources.” 

Capital resources are goods made and used to create other          
goods and services, i.e. machinery, tools, and other business         
equipment. Those of us whose livelihoods depend on our         
possession and usage of “the tools of the trade” know the value of             
those tools, but simply becoming conscious of how capital         
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resources are financial assets on par with any other asset class           
can turn a skilled tradesman into a successful capitalist. I consider           
my collection of such resources, acquired over many years, to be           
a key part of my personal portfolio of assets. 

For the purpose of this article, when I use the term “capitalist” I             
mean it as one of three classes of productive market participants.           
The other two classes are “laborer” and “entrepreneur.” A laborer          
sells his labor in exchange for wages. A capitalist allows others to            
use his property (either liquid funds or capital resources like          
buildings and tools) in exchange for interest or rent. An          
entrepreneur organizes labor (by paying wages to laborers) and         
capital resources (by paying rent to capitalists) in order to produce           
a good (or service) which he sells at a profit. Laborers earn            
wages. Entrepreneurs earn profits. Capitalists earn rent. An        
individual may simultaneously participate in any combination of        
activities in the productive market. However, if 100% of your          
income comes from a regular paycheck for a single employer, you           
can be assured that you are exclusively a laborer. 

Capital resources represent goods that range from factory        
buildings to cardboard boxes. With an asset class that broad, it           
should be clear that not all capital resources represent great          
stores of value. In this article I’m going to focus specifically on            
“tools of the trade,” the types of assets that a journeyman           
contractor in a particular industry would consider essential to his          
ability to earn a living.  

Value is subjective, but goods which are considered universally         
valuable among a well-defined group (class) of individuals        
represent a clear starting point for this exploration. We see an           
embodiment of this psychological phenomenon in both the        
secondhand market and in the types of goods which pawn shops           
(a “lender (capitalist) of last resort”) will most readily accept in           
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exchange for cash - goods like power tools and music          
instruments. 

My first exposure to the idea of “capital resource as store of            
value” came in the late 1990s as I was beginning my DJ career.             
When I bought my first pair of Technics 1200 turntables, the           
industry standard, the price on the open market was between          
$300 and $500 per turntable, depending on their state of wear.           
The functional difference between one of the first DJ-suitable         
models - the MK2 first made in 1979 - and a brand new 1200 is               
negligible to the point of being meaningless to a DJ. Furthermore,           
a unit with some damage (like an irregular functioning motor or           
worn components) could be taken to an independent service         
center for a $200 “tune up” and would be returned to the owner             
fully functional. So ubiquitous were the Technics 1200s that at          
least one pair not being installed at a nightclub would be           
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unthinkable. When manufacture of the turntable was discontinued        
in 2010, prices saw a temporary spike, but today, one can still sell             
their used Technics 1200s, even a MK2 made in the early ‘80s,            
for between $300 and $500 (with price differences based on          
approximately the same criteria as 20 years ago). 

Technics 1200 turntables are just one of many capital resources          
in the music industry that represent solid stores of value. Musical           
instruments (including recording equipment), as “tools of the        
trade,” have some properties that allows “industry standards” (in         
every industry) to retain their value.  

First, the market will organically select, as the industry standard, a           
product that is extremely durable and loses very little functionality          
even after thousands of hours of use in the field. The Technics            
1200 turntable is as “bulletproof” as any piece of consumer          
electronics has ever been. That’s a crucial property in terms of           
assessing the value of a capital resource.  

Second, once a particular good has established a foothold as the           
industry standard, it is incredibly hard for a new product to           
displace it. Professionals at the top of the industry feel          
comfortable with a certain product. New tradesman apprentice on         
the industry standard. Any competitor has to do what the industry           
standard can do better than the industry standard while still          
“feeling” enough like the industry standard so that journeymen         
can make a transition without their work losing any quality. This is            
no small task, even without the impediments put in place by           
patent protections.  

For instance, Antonio Stradivari made about 960 violins between         
the years 1690 and 1725. Only about 550 of these violins exist            
today and each one is worth millions due to their incredible           
demand. Every violinist on earth (EVERY violinist) wants to play a           
Stradivarius. In 300 years of incredible technological advance in         
every realm of human existence, no violin maker has been able to            
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usurp Stradivari’s place as the industry standard for elite         
professional violinists.  

In the case of the Technics 1200, even the earliest releases of            
digital music DJ systems like (industry standard) Serato used the          
venerable turntables as their control mechanism. It has only been          
since 2010 that Pioneer (after a decade of perfecting its CDJ           
platform) has become the DJ industry standard and supplanted         
the vinyl turntable. 

I have had the privilege of working closely with elite professionals           
in many different industries and each has a tool or set of tools that              
they simply couldn’t do their job without. These are the assets that            
represent stores of value across decades or even centuries, as in           
the case of Stradivari’s violins. Although these tools are the          
lifeblood of laborers, they have a unique place in the world of the             
capitalist and the entrepreneur as well. If you are a tradesman           
already, your intimate knowledge of these capital resources        
provides opportunities of which you may not have been already          
conscious. For entrepreneurs and investors, keeping the market        
for industry standard tools front of mind will open up your           
perception to new opportunities as well. 

Even though industry standards become the standard due in part          
to the high durability of the product, even the best tools require            
maintenance and service from time to time. Because a         
non-functioning tool can often mean a tradesman cannot earn his          
living, the demand for fast, effective repair of broken tools is high.            
Many individuals who find entrepreneurial opportunities as such        
repair providers are tradesman who learned to repair their own          
tools and then began to offer the service to others in their            
industry. This is a business where word of mouth and referrals           
can be literally all of the marketing one requires for success. 

Professionals ask other professionals where to get their tools         
repaired. Furthermore, non-functioning tools are not actually       
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“tools” at all and can be acquired at extreme discounts (or even            
for free, when thrown away as “junk”). If that broken unit can be             
refurbished to near-mint condition by a competent repair person, it          
can often be sold at a price close to that of a new unit.              
Additionally, there is always a rental market for industry standard          
tools. Refurbishing broken equipment and renting those units out         
(being a capitalist) can easily yield a greater return per unit than            
selling those same units. 

Entrepreneurs, by definition, are tasked with producing the        
highest quality product at the lowest cost. This can, at times,           
mean that startups purchase equipment that is not the industry          
standard because such equipment represents a better initial        
value. This happens most often when those initial purchasing         
decisions are made by non-tradesmen. There is a reason why the           
industry standard usually costs significantly more than the        
“bargain alternative:” there is a great difference in demand. While          
online research can often lead the individual making the         
purchasing decision to a list of the most popular options, I have            
found that there is just no substitute for consulting with an elite            
professional (or two), who uses the equipment in question on a           
daily basis.  

Before I adhered to this practice, I made a few regrettable           
purchasing decisions - buying ineffective, but less expensive,        
alternatives and later having to buy the industry standard anyway.          
The alternatives had very little resale value. However, owning         
industry standard capital resources added greatly to the overall         
valuation of the business, which is helpful in acquiring both capital           
and top-level staff. 

You can’t be broke with a pocketful of diamonds. The most           
valuable things you will ever own are skills that are in demand in             
the market. Included in any valuable toolset is competence with          
valuable tools. When learning new professional skills, it makes         
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sense to not only gain competence with industry standard tools,          
but to acquire those tools as your personal property. From a           
purely “social value” standpoint, other professionals will absolutely        
prejudge your competence upon seeing the tools that you bring to           
the job. This psychological factor can have a significant effect on           
whether or not you are hired again. Also, not working with the            
same tools as the best of your colleagues limits your ability to            
learn valuable skills by simply observing journeymen at work -          
stifling your ability to advance in your own competence. Finally, in           
the worst-case scenario, industry standard “tools of the trade” can          
be liquidated easily to provide access to quick cash. 

Leveraging capital resources as part of your portfolio can enable          
you to participate in the market as a laborer, a capitalist, and an             
entrepreneur. This is a unique property of the capital resource          
asset class. Laborers who own and are competent with the          
industry standard tool set are able to demand the highest wages.           
Capitalists who own industry standard tools are more likely to be           
able to rent those tools to laborers and entrepreneurs.         
Entrepreneurs who equip their businesses with industry standard        
tools are able to attract the highest quality laborers and are able            
to leverage the value of those tools to acquire future capital from            
capitalists.  

Those goods that are used to create other goods are an integral            
part of the economy. Leverage the value of such capital resources           
in building and protecting your wealth. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Volatility in the cryptocurrency markets continued throughout       
September. Bitcoin began the month trading around the $4700         
level, and quickly dropped to around $3100 by the middle of the            
month. The price then reversed and has come back to the $4200            
level that we sit at today.  

The sharp fall to the $3100 range has been attributed to the            
People’s Bank of China’s recent ruling that Initial Coin Offerings          
(ICOs) are now illegal. Further language from the ruling indicated          
they were going to ban cryptocurrency trading altogether. This         
news sent shockwaves through just about all cryptocurrencies.        
The combined market cap of cryptos went from $165 billion to           
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about $100 billion with this news, so a massive 40% drop in            
market cap. 

The initial fears from China seem to be overblown, as China has            
already tried to ban Bitcoin in the past, and failed completely at it.             
That’s really the entire the point of a decentralized currency; there           
is no single source of control, nor any ability to shut it down or              
“ban” it. Banning it would be akin to banning internet access to            
every citizen in the country, so logistically it can’t be done.  

That’s not to say that further news from China can’t dramatically           
impact the market, though, it absolutely can and will impact price           
levels across the board here. The cryptocurrency markets are         
hypersensitive to the slightest news, no matter how material or          
inconsequential it may be. So any further developments from         
China can be expected to move the markets 40% or more either            
direction.  

But long term, riding out the volatility here has always led to            
greater rewards. Hedge funds continue to enter the marketplace,         
and are continuing to drive prices higher month after month.          
There is rampant speculation driving prices right now, though, and          
many estimate that as many as 95% of Initial Coin Offerings may            
be fraudulent, meaning there’s no real business at all behind          
some of these cryptocurrencies. If you’re looking to put some skin           
in the game, play it safe. Play with only what you can afford to              
lose, and start with trusted coins like Bitcoin, Ethereum, and          
Litecoin  

If you don’t own any Bitcoin or Ethereum, we suggest using           
Coinbase to take your first position.  
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Silver Update 

 

Silver started out the month just below $18, then quickly peaked           
just above $18, before dropping steadily lower to the $16.65 level           
we sit at today. We were within 50 cents of a year-to-date high             
here, but for now it looks like the range bound price action is             
back.  

The stock market recently made recent all-time highs again,         
rallying off the talk of massive tax cuts from the Trump           
administration. Whether it comes to pass or not is anyone’s          
guess, but a lot of good news has been priced into this market. If              
these tax cuts are not delivered upon, we’ll likely see a steep            
selloff in equities.  

For anyone who doesn’t own silver, this recent pullback presents          
a great buying opportunity. As the national debt continues to          
expand beyond the US GDP, and as endless wars continue to be            
waged, holding a portion of your savings in physical gold and           
silver is definitely a wise bet. Precious metals are usually a           
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guaranteed store of value, where the price can’t be diluted or           
inflated away by a central organization. We suggest you use          
these pullbacks wisely to pick up gold or silver before it’s a            
popular investment again. 

You can find great prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals            
Exchange.  
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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